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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
"The real bond between the generations is the in
sights they sha·re, the appreciations they have in common,
the moments of inner experience ·in which they meet...
Old men need a vision, not :only a recreation
Old men need a dream, not ·.only a memory."
In these simple lines, Abraham Hes ·chel ( Tips and Topics
19 76) summarized· the essence ·of maintaining quality and
meaning in the later years of life.

Its message holds

important implications for people involved with the
education of others from all age_ groups.

Strengtheni!}g

the bond between young and old would contribute to the
well being of both_ generations.

Young people need help

in knowing how they can improve this bond with older
people.
One
lack

0£

0£

the problems of American Society today is the

concern for older pers ons.

Old age is often re

garded as a time when human development and human
potentiality have come to an irreversible and inevitable
halt.

The behavior of many young and not-s o-you�g

Americans reflect the general negative attitudes and values
toward the elderly in American society.

This is a youth

oriented culture in which actions do not always reflect the
traditional patriotic values of "life, liberty and_the
1
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pursuit of happiness. "

These ideals often seem to be more

attainable for the young than for the old.
The beliefs of younger persons about older persons
and the beliefs that the aged hold about themselves cast a
long ominous shadow over many persons over 65 years of age.
These beliefs and definitions in turn have become viable
factors in a self-fulfilli�g prophecy that has greatly
contributed to numerous deprivations of the aged and has
caused the you�g unwitti�gly to view older persons as being
outside the realm of further_ growth and usefulness.
BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY
The number of elderly people is growi�g rapidly.

The

elderly constitute a considerable proportion of the
population in the United States, approximately 10 per cent
being 65 years or older in 1970.

The proportion will

increase in the future.
Accordi�g to Havighurst (1974), in order for the aged
to have optimal conditions in which to live they must have
a supportive social environment.

This supportive social

environment is one in which the people who associate with
the elderly have a loving and caring relationship with
them.

With this type of atmosphere the elderly person can

live in conditions that are advantageous to a healthy
physical, social and emotional life.
Adolescents are a portion of the elderly person's
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social environment.

The mere fact that the elderly

population is. growing and that older persons do need
people to care for them, brings one to the conclusion
that the adolescent as well as others need to know how
to relate to the aged in a positive manner.
The view adolescents have toward the aged affects how
they interact with the aged now and. gives indication of
how they will interact with the �ged when they become
adults, according to Hickey, Hickey, and Kalish (1968).
The views many adolescents have are actually prejudices
toward the elderly and are acquired from their socializers,
the people with whom they have frequent contact.

Some of

the prejudices the adolescents have are in terms of how
old people look and act.

The adolescent £eels old people

are wrinkled and sad; they chew £unny, walk with canes and
sit in wheel chairs all day.

No matter when attitudes

toward the elderly are first formed, it appears that young
people have acquired negative views of the aged.
Seefeldt (1977) indicated that when adolescents can
see the elderly positively, as individuals, they will be
able to develop positive interpersonal relationships with
them, and they may help older persons to realize their full
potential.
Attitudes are hard to change.

If the im�ges and

stereotypes of older persons which youth hold are to change,
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the educator must help them to understand the problems
of older adults.

The educator must help to raise the

community status of older people.

This is the challe�ge

Havighurst (1974) offers home economists.

An innovative

curriculum with successful classroom experiences needs to
be developed.
In the past home economics curricula focused on the
years of childhood, adolescence,· marriage and parenthood,
ignoring the later stages in the family life cycle
(Lane, 1964).

Educators now re�lize ·th�t the last stage

of the family life cycle is also important.

Therefore,

teachers must guide the students in looking at the family
life cycle as a whole.

Montgomery (1973) said, "Today

there is a desperate need to expand efforts to include
courses or sections of courses on the needs and potentials
of the aged •.. "

Cameron (197 6) also stressed this need by

saying, "Public schools have a basic responsibility to
prepare young people for adulthood."
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The primary purpose of the present study was to
develop a two-week curriculum entitled Des�gn for Dignity.
The curriculum was to stimulate t
· he· student to think about
agi�g and to improve his attitudes toward aging and the
aged.

More specifically, _the· instructional unit attempted

to (1) provide accurate information about the �gi�g process
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·and sensitize the students to the needs of those who are
presently elderly, and (2) help the students realize that
they are patterning their own old age .

The area of the

older person was a suitable area in which to develop a
curriculum as few available resources for teacher educa
tors and students were available.

As noted above, this

is an are.a in which students should be knowledgeable.

In

£act, aging is one of the least understood aspects of life .
The schools need to change this situation (Sartore, 19 76).
According to the White House Conference on Aging (19 61),
Education £or aging is related to each aspect
of aging and is part of the life long learning
process. Education for everyone about aging
wilJ. influence community attitudes and actions
with respect to aging problems ... The initial
stimulation of education programs for, and
about, and by aging, should be through
institutions that have public responsibility
£or education, that in combination, have
nationwide coverage and that have the
con£idence of all groups. These institutions
are public schools, institutions of higher
learning, and libraries.
The secondary purpose of the research was to evaluate
the curricul1m1, Design for Dignity.

This was done by

administering the "What If... " inventory as a pre-test
and again as a post-test.

The curriculum would be con

sidered successful if attitudes changed in the positive
direction.
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PROCEDURE
The teaching model chosen to use in planning the
curriculum was a modified fonn of the Social Inquiry Model.
This model stresses a societal problem; the concern being
the improvement of society.
on all values of society.

The school needs to reflect
Massialas and Cox (Joyce and

Weil, 1972) indicated, the school should not

11 • • •

avoid

the difficulties in the culture and the problems which
require systematic cooperation of all of its citizens. "
Aging is a social problem as a growing number of people
live to spend many years beyond 65.

Because aging is a

societal problem we need effective classroom methods to
help young people to explore the problems and develop
positive ways of forming solutions to the societal problem.
Literature on the Social Inquiry Model of·curriculum
development was reviewed as well as literature on the
attitudes of adolescents toward aging, research in
curriculum development about aging and instruments meas
uring attitudes of adolescents toward elderly people.

The

learnings from this review of literature were then applied
in developing the curriculum, Design for Dignity, and
testing attitudes of adolescents toward the elderly.

The

goal of the research was to develop a curriculum about
elderly persons that would positively affect the attitudes
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of adolescents toward elderly people.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The terms used in this writing apply to the
development of the unit on gerontology as understood by
the author .
Adolescent:

A person at the stage of development
between puberty and maturity.

Attitude:

A learned predisposition to react
consistently in a given manner
(either positively or negatively) to
certain persons, objects or concepts.

Aging:

A developmental process preceding at a
rate unique to each individual.

· Aged, Elderly or Older Person:
Any person 65 years old and older.
These terms are used interchangeably
throughout the study.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of literature has been divided into four
major areas:
and aging,

(1) studies of attitudes toward older people

(2)

research related to education for aging,

(3) the social inquiry teaching model, and (4) research on
the instrument chosen for use in the present study.
Actual studies in any of these four areas are very limited
in number.
ATTITUDE STUDIES TOWARD OLDER PEOPLE AND AGING
General Statements of Attitudes Toward the Elderly
Attitude development is an important factor in the
preparation of young people £or responsible adulthood
and citizenship.

In the process of adjusting to and

coping with new people and situations, attitude patterns
develop which contribute to behavior a nd personality.

The

development 0£ inappropriate attitudes can lead to the
categorization of people, often inaccurately, and can
inter£ere with the ability to accept and deal with people
as individuals.
Studies of Attitudes Toward the Elderly
Studies by Tuckman and Lorge (1 953) revealed that
negative attitudes toward old age have developed as early
as age ten and are common in high school and college
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students, young and middle-aged adults, and even old people
themselves.

Since attitude patterns tend to be flexible

in the early stages of formation but become more rigid as
time goes on, it is important to provide correct information
and to influence attitude development during the school
years.
Tuckman and Lorge (1952), Hickey, Hickey, and Kalish
(1 96 8), Golde and Kogan (1 95 9), National Council on Aging
(1 975), Lorge, Tuckman, and Abrams (1 954), Kogan and
Shelton {1962), Kastenbaum and Durkee (1 964), and Lane
(1 964), all reported that adolescents tend to have negative
attitudes toward elderly people.
According to Tuckman and Lorge (1 952), adolescents
viewed old age as a time of life characterized by economic
insecurity, loneliness, resistance to cha�ge, poor health
and failing mental and physical powers.

Using field ex

perience and interviews, the researchers developed two
scales composed of statements representing misconceptions
and stereotypes of the elderly.

One scale was used for

blue-collar worker (51 statements) and the other for
general use (13 7 statements).

The instruments were used

with many groups including non-professional workers,
college students and their parents, as well as with high
school student and the previously stated results were £ound.
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Hickey, Hickey, and Kalish (1968} asked 200 third
grade students to write paragraphs about people.

The re

sults indicated that some older people were seen as kind
and nice and some as mean, lonely, or inactive.

From

these paragraphs a 20 item questionnaire was written on
attitudes toward people in four age groups: 25, 45, 65,
and 85 years.

The following hypothese were upheld:

(1)

" children and people in general perceive age differences
between adult age groups", (2) " the differences are
great.er as the child gets older" , and (3) " the older the
adult, the less pleasant the image. "
A survey composed of numerous questions on attitudes
was conducted by Louis Harris and Associates (National
Council on the Aging, 1975).

A national cross section of

approximately 1,500 adults 18 years of age and over
participated in the survey.

The purpose of the survey was

two-£old (1) to examine the public's attitudes toward
older Americans and the experience of aging; and (2) to
document older Americans' views and expectations of
themselves and their personal experiences of aging.

The

message that emerged was that the older public, like the
young, have negative images of older people.

Older people

assume that life is really tough for most people over 65
years and that they are merely exceptions to the rule.
The study revealed that
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while serious problems of not enough money,
fear of crime, poor health, loneliness ,
inadequate medical care, and getting where
they want to go do indeed exist among certain
minorities of older people, they are by no
means as all pervasive as the public thinks.
Nor should having a problem be confused with
being a problem.
The results showed the image of older people as being
least favorable in the young; most favorable in the 40-64
age group, and declining image among those over 65 years
of age .
A s tudy of 533 high school s tudents by Lorge, Tuckman
and Abrams (1954) found that by the time children have
reached the age of 12 or 13, they have negative attitudes
about aging.

These negative attitudes are caused by

stereotypes of the society around these children.
Kogan and Shelton (1 962) compared a s ample of college
students and a sample of old people on their attitudes
toward the aged.

Using a 20 item sentence completion

instrument, they found that young people denigrated the
elderly person's appearance, maintained that the elderly
resent the young, and said that they would avoid direct
personal contact with the elderly.
A study by Kastenbaum and Durkee (1964) noted that the
adolescent had little regard for the elderly and blocked
them out because of an intensive orientation to the present.
They found that old people were seen as bound to the past
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and old age was viewed as an unpleasant experience.
Lane (19 64) found some n�gative attitudes among 400
high school and college students, although she found that
most attitudes were neutral.

The results of this study

implied an attitude of tolerance rather than acceptance
toward the �ged.
Most of the research on prejudice against the aged
indicates a tendency for all age groups, including
adolescents, to view the �ged as possessing stereotypical
traits.

This tendency becomes strong-er with increasi�g

age according to Hickey and Kalish (196 8) and Lorge,
Tuckman, and Abrams (1954) .
The results of the research on attitudes of adolescents
toward the aged are inconclusive.

It is clear that although

adolescents do not have an entirely negative view of the
aged, they do have some negative attitudes in general.

The

research showed a strong tendency among adolescents to see
the aged as possessing stereotypical traits.

The tendency

to view the aged in this way varied among age groups, even
in adolescence with the younger adolescent being no more
likely to attribute stereotypical characteristics to the
aged than older adolescents (Hickey and Kalish, 1968) .
Effect of Contact With Elderly on Attitudes of People
Studies of adolescent contact with elderly persons
indicated mixed results on the relationship between the
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amount and kind of contact with the elderly and attitudes
of youth toward older people.

Tuckman and Lorge (1953)

indicated that individuals who had more direct contact
with a variety of old people were somewhat less negative
in their attitudes toward aging than those whose
acquaintance were more limited and contained.
Drake (195 7) studied the effect of closeness of
physical contact in the home, frequency of contact and
intimacy of contact on the acceptance or rejection of
stereotyped notions of the aged.
studied were:

The aspects of contact

(a) living with an old person,

(b) frequency

of contact with an older person, and ( c) closeness of
contact with old people.

Students who experienced each

category of contact responded similarly to a modified
version of the Tuckman and Lorge scale1 that is about

one-third of the students agreed with sixteen stereotype
items.
Rosencranz and McNevin (1969) studied college students who had prior experience with the elderly in the family
or in the case of some respondents in a hospital as
volunteers, paid workers, or visitors .

One of the object

ives was to test a social contact hypothesis that the
amount and quality of contact with aged persons would
affect the valence of respondent attitudes toward the
person 70 years of age or older.
3 3 2 4 4 c·

SOUT

They used the Aging
DAKOTA

s· ATE

IVE ST

LI

ARY
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Semantic Differential Test and gave it to 38 7 undergraduate
students, ages 1 7-21, at the University of Missouri.

The

s tudents judged the folowing �ge_ groups: 20 to 30 years,
40 to 50 years, and 70 to 85 years.

Of these three age

groups, the elderly were considered the mos t ineffective,
the most dependent and the least pers onally acceptable.
In relating these attitudes to s ocial contact, the
researchers found that students who had contact with at
least one grandparent on a regular or weekly bas is or had
another meaningful association with the aged, judged them
s ignificantly more favorably.

Hospital contact with the

aged seemed to have a consistently negative effect on
attitudes.
According to Bennett and Eckman (1973) , it can be
assumed that negative attitudes on the part of the young
toward the old, f oster a climate of opinion that may well
affect those who work with the aged, thereby encouraging
mistreatment.

A negative view of the aged and perhaps of

aging, is fairly impervious to change efforts.

Fear and

even denial of one's own aging can thus be expected to
continue, as well as a reluctance to work with the aged.
It is hard to glamorize aging or give it "sex appeal".
Presumably if young people can be brought to terms with
their own aging by counseling, guidance, and didactic
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techniques, they can also become more interested in working
with the �ged.

Many such careers will be available in the

future because of the great_ growth in the aged population,
accordi�g to Bennett (1976).

Bennett added that a concrete

effort should be made to stop perpetuating the view of the
�ged as " them" and of the young as " us. "
ages.

Every person

The aged are not an exotic minority group, toward

who some people can feel detached but sympathetic.
aged are all of us.

The

People cannot be detached from their

own future without paying a great price.

Probably this

detachment came about because of the rarity of the aged in
the past.

Thus, there is little in the way of a rich

tradition £or dealing with any but the most outstanding
" survivors. "

Aging is common.

Ten per cent of the

population is 65 years of age or more.

By the middle of

the next century, this figure will nearly double.

Thus,

a program to familiarize the very young with the very old,
so the young may prepare for their own aging becomes a
necessity (Bennett 1976) .
Need for Curriculum Development
Havighurst (1974) stated that it was the responsibility
of home economists to understand and reveal to the
community the problems of the aged.

Home economics classes

can help the adolescent gain understanding of the elderly.
First the home economist must know and understand the
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attitudes of the adoles cent toward the elderly.

Then one

can work thro�gh class activities to help students develop
more positive attitudes toward the·m.
Horne Economics educators are j ust beginning to include
the process of �ging in the se·condary school curriculum.
Accordi!1g to Lane (19 75) in the ·p ast, the focus had been
placed on the years of childhriod, adolescence, courtship,
e!1gagement, early marriage and parenthood rather than upon
the later st?-ges in the family l·ife cycle.

Teachers must

now guide the students in looki!1g at the family life cycle
as a whole.
Montgomery ( 19 73) s aid, "Today there is a desperate
need to expand efforts to include courses or sections of
courses on the needs and potentials of the aged . .. "
Educators need to stimulate the student to think about
aging and to realize his personal attitude toward aging
and the aged.

Many people do not like to think about

growing old and often fear the idea, never really taking
the opportunity to understand aging and their feelings
about it.

Many people , includi �g the young, have negative

views about older people and aging.

A positive look at

aging is necessary to overcome these barriers and to
increase the students' interest and understanding
(Cameron 1 97 6) .
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THE SOCIAL I NQUIRY TEACHING MODEL
The followi�g is a review of the Social Inquiry
Teaching Model.

This was the model chosen by the re

searcher to use in the development of the Design For
Dignity unit.
SOCIAL INQUI RY THEORY
In most of the new curriculum projects, steps have
been taken to move beyond the mere outlining of a set of
topics to be studied.

Attention has been given to the use

of both conceptual and inquiry approaches to the teaching
of s�gnificant topics.

In some curriculum centers,

emphasis has been given to the conceptual approach; others
have emphasized an inquiry approach (Joyce and Weil, 1972).
Numbers of social studies educators; including
classroom teachers, curriculum developers and teacher
educators, have come ·to regard inquiry as both a powerful
means of instruction and an important competency to be
learned by pupils .
Such acceptance of inquiry has been a reaction
to the tremendous proliferation of knowledge-
its sheer quantity rendering transmission to
children virtually impossible- -and a conviction
that investigation-oriented learning is more
durable.
The advocates of inquiry maintain that existing curricula
and instructional practices have over-emphasized
information, lecture, and memory while neglecti�g the key
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ideas, investigative methodologies, and thi nking skills
requisite to understanding the soc tal sciences and re
solving social problems (Manson and Will i ams, 1 9 7 0).
I nstruction based on the pupil as a knowledge seeker

is generally posed as the antithesis o f expository teach
ing in which the learner is to be a knowle dge recipient.
Learning may occur in either situation, but proponents of
inquiry maintain that the nature of the learning is likely
to differ.

This is to be expected since the purposes for

which the methods were designed are quite different.
Exposition may be better suited to transmitting knowledge
·while investigation may be more effective in developing
think ing (Manson and Williams, 1 9 70).
Turner (19 70) said,
Teachers using inquiry to differentiate instruction
need to believe in the capacity of children to
think for themselves. They must be c onvinced that
the freedom to think and autonomy in thinking are
the prerequisites to effective thinking .
The classroom setting for inquiry most likely reflects
this attribute when :
l.

There is a focus on problems which are defined ,
probed, and labeled as revelant by the learners.

2.

A definite aim is the development of judgment
making ability .

3.

Questions rather than answers are stressed.

4.

A range of alternatives is always possible for
the learner.
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5.

The search is related to perplexities--problems
where more than one correct answer is possible
and there is more than one way of arriving at
answers.

6.

Much inquiry explores values and attitudes. Every
individual's belief system is considered important
and expanding and developing that system is a
major goal.

7.

At no point does the teacher assume to know all
that is important about what is being learned.
He , too , is inquiring.

8.

Emphasis on measurable comparison with peers is
remove d. The child is working with goals that
are his own.
EXPLANATION OF THE SOCIAL INQUIRY MODEL

Massialas and Cox are strong proponents of the Social
Inquiry Model.

Their concern is primarily with the

improvement of society or the solution of a societal
problem.

Massialas and Cox (Joyce and Weil, 197 2) said,

It is our contention that in view of the
prevailing conditions in our culture , the
sin gle, most important goal of education
should be the reflective examination of
values and issues of current import.
The school has to be an active participant in the "creative
reconstruction" of the culture.

They feel that the school

must take a solid stand to teach citizens to reflect on
their values and the values of others and to participate
with others in the creative reconstruction of the society.
Massialas and Cox stress that the inquiry model cannot take
place in every kind of classroom but that an open climate
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of discussion is important.·

The y also said , " All points

of view and statements are ·solicited and accepted as
propositions that merit examinatio�. "
A second point that Massialas and Cox stress�d as
bei�g a characteristic of the inquiry model , is an
emphasis on hypotheses as the focus of inquiry .

Discussions

are oriented around hypothetical solutions of problem
situations and the nature of the hypotheses themselves.
Joyce and Weil (1972) said,
Knowledge is viewed as hypotheses which are
continually tested and retested. The focus
on the hypothetical nature of knowledge re 
quires a continual negotiation as the members
of a class and their teacher collect data
revelant to the hypotheses, revise their
notions and try again. The atmosphe re then
becomes one of negotiation, and a willingness
to modify one' s ideas in the· face of evidence.
Hypothesizing calls into play skills of logic,
for the logical formulation and implication
of the hypotheses is as much a part of inquiry
as experimentation and observation.
The third characteristic of the inquiry model as seen
by Massialas and Cox (Joyce and Weil, 1972) is the use of
fact for evidence.

The ·classroom is r ecognized as a form

where scientific inquiry is engaged.

In the classroom,

the validity and reliability of facts are of concern as
well as the testing of an hypothesis.

It is the validation

of facts that is _ given the greatest consideration.
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DEVELOPING SOCIAL INQUIRY MODEL
Accordi�g to John Dewey (Massialas and Zevin, 19 6 7 )
inquiry is the
active persistent and careful consideration
of any belief or supposed form of knowledge
in the light of the grounds that support it
and the further conclusions to which it trends.
Inquiry generally aims at the grounding of belief through
the u se of reason, evidence and generalizations.

Thinking

moves from a state of doubt or confusion to a situation
characterized by satisfaction over the initial condition
that gave rise to doubt.

In between these two states of

mind there are, according to Dewey, five phases of
reflective thought which may be distinguished as follows :
" (a) suggestion ,

(b) intellectualization,

(c) hypothesis,

(d) reasoning and (e ) testing the hypothesis."
During the first phase of development of this model ,
spontaneous suggestions are offered which may or may not
lead to the solution of the problem.

During this phase ,

the mind makes leaps into possible solutions.

The second

phase entails a more systematic and rational examination
of the problem.

A person begins to grasp the various

aspects of the problem .

A working hypothesis is formulat e d

during the third phase of the thinki�g process.

This leads

to the collection and selection of additional data .

The

working hypothesis then serves as a search model that guides
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the solution of the problem.

The fourth phase occurs when

the mind relates ideas to one another and traces the
logical implications of hypotheses.

Here the individual

tries to reason out what might happen if the proposed
solution were acted on.

The final phase brings about a

confirmation, verification, or rej ection of the idea.

The

individual may _ generalize about its applicability to a
cat�gory of problems, of which one is the problem that
initiated the thought process.

If the hypothesis is not

confirmed, the individual m�y proceed to modify it in the
light of his newly acquired experience.

In summary,

inquiry intellectual activity is always purposeful, moves
from problem to solution, and entails a series of related
but operationally distinguishable cognitive tasks
(Massialas and Z evin , 1967 ) .
Massialas and Cox (1972) described phases for carrying
out inquiry in the c lassroom.
orientation.

The first step is

" Orientation is simply the sensiti zation of

the teachers and students to a particular kind of problem. "
The second stage of the inquiry is the " development of an
hypothesis, which expresses as clearly as possible, the
antecedents and consequences of the proposed relationship,
and an explanation, policy, or solution to the phenomenon. "
The hypothesis will serve as a guide to the inquiry which
is to follow in which an attempt is made to verify the
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�lements of the problem, see whether those elements do
indeed relate to the proposed solution, and whether the
solution holds up or others need to be generated.

There

can be more than one hypothesis advanced at this stage in
the model .

In the third stage , hypotheses are · clarified

and defined until all members ·of the group are able to
communicate about the problem situation.

Dur i�g the

fourth phase, the exploration phase, the hypothesis is
extended in terms of its implications, its assumptions
and the deductions which ·can be made from it.
stage is evidencing.

The fifth

Here the facts and evidence needed

to support the hypothesis are gathered in terms of the
conditions which have been hypothesized and defined.

The

sixth and last phase of inquiry is an expression of the
solution to the problem, " the generali zation is simply
the best statement which can be arrived at. "

Dur i�g all

phases the teacher is a counselor to inquiry, helping the
students clarify their positions, improve the process of
study, and work out their plans.
The Massialas and Cox model was des�gned to teach
students to explore social issues and develop a
commitment to civic improvement.

A

respect for the

dignity o f all men and tolerance in d ialogue w ith differing
people seem to be nurtured in the environment to be
absorbed by the student.
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EXTENT TO WHICH ATTITUDES CAN BE CHANGED

Limited literature on the effectiveness of methods
used to change attitudes of high school students toward
the �ged was available for review.

This may be due to the

newness of the problem of the ·�ging in society.

One study

was found and the findings are ·reported on the following
pages.
Olmsted ( 19 7 6) proposed the hypothesis,
Significant differences in student knowledge,
attitudes, and perceptions of aging between
the experimental and control groups favoring
the experimental group will be the result of
the introduction · of a unit on Gerontology at
the secondary level .
Olmsted compared the performance of experimental and
control groups of students in grades 10 to 12 in a large
hig� school in a mid-western city.

In the case of the

experimental group, a pre-test was administered to the
students prior to the instruction of a three -week unit in
gerontology and a post-test was given at the completion
of the unit.

The control group was given the same pre-test

and post-test as the experimental group and at the same
time.
Several instruments were used in this proj ect by
Olmsted .
Inventory.

One instrument included a Student Demographic
This form provided information on significant

variables such as age; grade; sex; parents' ages;
occupations and education; contact with older people ;
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number o f , dis tribution of and contact wi th grandp arents ;
and previous experience in gerontol�gy.
A s econd ins trument used was the Cogni tive
( Information ) Tes t.

This tes t was _ given to both groups in

pre and po s t-test form and was used as a dependent variab le .
Ten mul tip le choice and 15 true and f a l s e ques t ions were
used.

The analysis of thi s instrument ind i cated that the

contro l _ group had s lightly better s co res on the pre- test
than did the e xp erimenta l _ group.

The overal l s co re s on

the pre- te s t of both groups showed sub s tantial knowiedge
of the basi c facts in aging.

Neverthele s s , the

ins truct ional unit increas ed the know l e dge of the
exper iment a l gro up more than six points .
Two attitude tests were adminis tered i Aging and the
Aged and O pinions about O l d Peop le.

Aging and the Aged

was adap te d from an attitude tes t used for teache rs in a
Ba l l S tate Education on Aging P rogram.

The questionnaire

contained s tatements about aging and aged peop le.

For

each s tatement , the s tudent indi cated hi s feel ings toward
the s tatement by circl ing h i s choice of answe r on a
" s trongly agree i r thro�gh " s trongly d i s agree " s cale.

This

attitude te s t was also admini s tered a s a pre and po s t - tes t .
A t- te s t was utili z e d to tes t di fference s between
e xperimenta l and contro l gro up s .

Results indicated that

res pons e s to only one ques tion changed s i gn i fi can tly in
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the control group and that change was in a negative
direction ; while in the experimental group, 13 questions
showed a significant change in the positive direction.
Opinions About Old People is a 3 2 s tatement attitude
questionnaire in which the students rated the statements
on a scale from " strongly agree" to " s trongly disagree. "
The statements were categorized into seven major attitudes:
realistic to�ghness toward aging, denial o f the effects of
aging, anxiety about aging , social distance to the old ,
family responsibility toward aged parents and unfavorabl e
stereotypes o f the old versus acceptance o f the old as
equals.

The results of this pre and post-test question

naire showed a positive gain in mean score of the
experimental group in attitudes except for public
responsibility and a loss in mean scores o f all the
control group except in the category fami ly responsibility.
The control group had more positive attitudes toward
older people throughout the testing except in the category
o f denial about aging.
Another questionnaire administered by Olmsted was
Perceptions of Age.

This questionnaire was used to provide

an opportunity for the students to express in their own
words, how the aging process, life cycle, and prospects
of the later years appear to them.

It was administered to

both groups in the research study on a pre and post-test
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basis to see if there had been changes in the students
interest and ability to see themselves in l ater years.

The

questionnaire was of such a type that no statistica l tests
could be administered .

The researcher read the answers and

could find no significant changes in the two l istings.

The

students with imaginative observations to make in the
retest maintained their ability to conceptual ize the future.
The students who had little to say in the pre-test were
equal ly unimaginative in the post-test .
The picture the researcher arrived at was that the
high school students of this sample, presented concern of
the elderl y most important but that the interplay of
psychol�gical, social and other forces completed the
picture of �ging.

RESEARCH ON INSTRUMENT CHOSEN FOR STUDY
There have been few instruments developed to test
attitudes toward elderly people.

The researcher chose to

use. one developed at South Dakota State University by
Gullickson (1976) .

A review of her study follows.

The purpose of Gullickson's study was to develop an
inventory to measure attitudes of adolescents toward the
elderly .

The first step in the development was to create

hypothetical situations into which the students would
project themselves and in which they would have to have a
close relationship with an aged person.

The next step was

to produce additional statements that would express
positive and negative feeli�gs about the contact with �ged
people.

The statements were developed after aski�g 50

eighth grade students to react to an open-ended question
naire about the elderly.

These responses were converted

into short statements expressing both positive and n�gative
attitudes and the statements were assigned to the situations
to which they seemed relevant.
The trial form of the inventory consisted of six
situations with 25 to 3 2 attitude statements followi�g
each situation .

The inventory was then submitted to three

authorities in the field of attitude measurement for
evaluation.

Thirty- four statements were rej ected.

A

trial

test of one situation was then given to two college home
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economics cla sse s to determine if directions were clear.
A scoring key was developed from the authoritie s ' judgment
as to whether the statements were pos itive or negative.
A pilot study was conducted using 23 7 s eventh grade
students .

Two inventory forms were u se d , Form A, consist ing

of 70 attitude statements and Form B, consis ting of 66
statements.

Difficultie s in understanding words were

recorded by the re searcher as well as time needed for
completion of the inventory.

Item analysis wa s u s ed as a

basis for se l ecting and rejecting s tatements.

Reliability

of each of the five situations on the inventory as a whole
was computed.
The two tria l fo rms were combine d into one inventory .
This was done by selecting the most succe ssful items from
Form A and Form B.
The final step in the development of the Inventory
was the administration of the revi s ed form to a sample of
adole scents.

The Inventory was given to 1 2 7 seventh and

1 40 twelfth grade students.

Analysis indicate d that only

two students had mean s core s in the n�gative region,
meaning they he ld n�gative attitude s in general toward
e lderly people.

Gullickson, there fore, £ound adole scents

attitudes in . general to be positive.

However, if one

cons i dered the re sponse area between " neutral" and " agree
in general" to repre sent a low positive at titude toward
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the elderly, than one would have to say that approximately
50 per cent of the subjects had a low positive attitude.
The subj ects were also asked to indicate the kind and
amount of contact they had with older persons.

Grandparents

were the aged persons with whom they had the most contact.
· evealed that two-thirds of the students had
The study r
contact every day or at least once a week with an elderly
person.

This may have been the· .reason for the more

positive attitudes in the subj·ects than was found in other
studies.

Analysis also showed that less than one-fourth

of the subjects had bee·n associated w i th an elderly person
ve ry often or often in a paid or volunteer situation.

Gullickson also found that seventh grade students
had a significatnly higher mean score than did twelfth
. grade students.

This indicated that seventh grade

students had more positive attitudes toward the elderly
than did twelfth grade students.

Female subjects tended

to have more posit ive attitudes than did male subj ects .

Chapter 3
DEVELOPING THE DESI GN FOR DIGNITY CURRICULUM
The purpose of this study was to develop and field test
a curriculum unit that would improve adoles cent's attitudes
toward elderly people .

The curriculum was to be suitable

for h�gh s chool home economics students in city and rural
communities.

Empirical development of the curriculum

involved writi�g of the teachi�g materials and methods to
be used, evaluating the preliminary form 1 tryi�1g the
materials and methods out , revisi�g and £ield testing them.
Effectiveness of the materials was to be measured by change
in attitudes toward older people on the part of the high
s chool student .
CHOICE OF CURRICULUM MODEL
Social Inquiry was the curriculum model chosen by the
researcher.

This model deals with societal problems.

The

primary purpose of the Social Inquiry model is to teach
students to be reflective about significant s ocial problems .
Through genuine inquiry, students should learn to define
these problems, to work with others in exploring different
ways of approaching them, and to draw conclusions based on
data available .

Provision for the needs of �ging people is

a s ocietal problem and a problem for which there are no
easy answers.

The challenge is to have students think about

the problems of elderly people as well as the ag ing proces s .
31
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Students need to recognize that since people live longer
than in previous generations, many of them will experience
the problem of aging.
EMPERICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRICULUM
The first step in the development · of the Design for
Dignity curriculum was to write many letters to Institutes
of Gerontology asking for curriculum materials that had
already been developed.

The researcher also read

curriculUJ�_ guides, looking for activities in which
adol escents would enjoy taki�g part to further their
knowledge and understanding of elderly people.
The researcher found very few curriculum material s
available.

One curriculum guide had been developed by

Rashkis and was published by the National Council of
Teachers of English (1 976) for English students .

This

curriculum s tudy was not u seful to the researcher because
all activities were pertinent only to an English class.
Two other curriculum resources were used ; they were
"View of Aging " by Cameron (1 976) and "Launching Individual
and Family Enrichment by Johnson (1 975) .
Many different models of curriculum development were
then studied prior to selecting the one that would be most
e ffective in developing positive attitudes of the
adolescent toward elderly people.

After studying the

various model s of teaching the researcher chose the
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Social Inqu iry Model.
An important goal of the Social Inquiry Model is to
give the students the opportunity to search , ques tion and
create projects that help them understand the concept
being taught .

Therefore, with the help of students in

home economic classes, the researcher set out to develop
stimulating curriculum materials for teaching adolescents
about the elderly .

The materials developed were written

in rough draft , tried out on the home economic classes
and then revised so that the materials could be used in
the field testing proj ect.

It was desirable in this

research project to build in enough structure to the
curriculum so that the precedures could be repeated at a
later time if the materials were successful .
ADAPTATION OF THE SOCIAL INQU IRY MODEL
The researcher reviewed the literature on the Social
Inquiry M6del.
given siutation .

Rarely does a model fit percisely in a
It was necessary to adapt procedures

when developing the Des �gn for Dignity curriculum
materials.
According to Massialas and Cox (Joyce and Weil 19 72)
there are six phases of reflective thought involved in the
inquiry model .

The phases have been used to organi ze the

following section of this chapter.
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Orientation
The £irst step in developing the teaching materials
was to familiarize the teacher and students with a
particular kind of proble m, what is happening to aging
people in our culture.
component

0£

The re searche r chose a key

the problem, attitude s of younger people

toward the aged.

To te st to .determine the extent to which

this wa s a problem recognized by both students and teacher ,
the " What I f. . • " inventory by Gullick son (197 6 ) wa s used
as well as the que stionnaire "Perceptions of Age" by
Cameron (197 6) .

The re se archer, upon d i scus sing the

que stionnaire, familiarized the students with the
particular social problem that exi sted.
Development and De finition of Hypothe sis
The hypothe sis se1.-ve s a s a guide to the inquiry which
i s to follow, to attempt to verify the elements of the
problem, see whether those elements do indeed relate to
the proposed solution, and whether the solution holds up
or other s n e e d to be _ generated .

The re s earcher developed

the hypothe s i s that when young people reach out to older
people in meani�g ful ways, the interaction re sult s in a
change of attitudes and growth in the adole scent s a s well
as in the older persons.
Exploration
At thi s point in the curriculum development the
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researcher developed activities for the students that
would help them explore attitudes toward and stereotypes
of the elderl y.

An ages and stages exercise was developed

in wh ich the students had to identify activities of
various age groups.

The purpose of this activity was for

the students to become aware of growi�g old as an aging
process.

Other activities in this area were the making

of a coll�ge ' of older people engaged in a variety of
activities and drawing pictures of various ages of people.
The students would then discuss what they learned from the
pictures in the collage ' and drawi�g the pictures of the
various age groups.
Evidencing
During this stage the researcher developed case
studies, selected films and prepared questionnaires that
helped give evidence of the problem of aging in today ' s
society.

Discussion questions for each activity were

written for students to express their feelings about what
was happening.
General iz ations
During this phase the researcher planned to give the
students the opportunity to form their own_ generalizations
by havi�g contact with elderly people.

A panel of senior

citizens was to be selected to visit the home economics
class and discuss their feelings about aging and the
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problems of elderly people.

A field trip to a retirement

home was to be planned to help students identify with the
people in the home as well as recognize the real problems
some of them encounter �
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DESCRIPTION OF TEACHING MATERIALS
After preliminary testing of the curriculum materials
the unit was ready to be used in field testing.

The guide

below shows the order of concepts in the unit and the
amount of time spent on each concept.
DESIGN FOR DIGNITY . CONCEPT· GUIDE

Aging Stereotypes

2 days
Problems of the
Elderly
2 days

Love ·for
Aged

Effect of
Environment
on Older
Persons

1 day

1 day -

Provision £or
Elderly
Persons in This
Community
1 day

Relationship
With Elderly

One-to-One With Aged

1 day

2 days

The following objectives were written for th� Design For
Dignity unit.
1.
2.

The student recognizes and rejects current stereotypes
of the elderly and aging.
The student has deepening love for aging members of
· the extended family.

3G

The student recognizes the kind of environment
( physical and emotional) in which the elderly can best
cope with their problems and be happy persons.

4.

The student evaluates the living situation of older
persons in the community and considers changes that
could be made to improve these conditions.
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- 5.

The student identifies problems a£fecting the elderly
in terms of economics, relationships, employment,
housing , transportation and social and health services.

6.

The student feels what it would be like to be
retirement age.

7.

The student identifies potentials , concerns and needs
of the elderly.

8.

The student communicates·. with selected elderly people ,
learning their real feeli�gs, hopes and desires.

9.

The student communicates· at a deeper level with the
elderly - sharing feelings as well as ideas and facts
about themselves.

10 .

The student develops a closer relationship with one
or more elderly persons.

1.1.

The student plans and carries out group activities
for the elderly.
The unit_, required twelve class periods.

This

�ncluded two class periods for testing, one for the pretest and one for the post-test.
· riculurn unit) .
for cur

(See Appendix pp . 94-109

Chapter 4
FIELD TESTING THE DESIGN FOR DIGNITY CURRICULUM
After the curriculum guide had been pilot tested by
the researcher and revis ed it was reproduced and ready for
field testing.

It was the goal of field testing to deter

mine whether or not a group of subjects who us ed the
curriculum materials acquired more positive attitudes to
ward elderly people than th�y had at the beginning of the
unit.

Success of the - curriculum materials would be deter

mined by the change in score from the pre-test to the
post-test.
EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS
" What I£"... " Inventory
The " What If ... " inventory was designed by Gullickson
(1 9 76) to test attitudes of adolescents toward the elderly.
The Inventory was administered prior to teaching the Des �gn
for Dignity unit and again upon completion of this unit.
The Inventory was given twice to determine the amount and
direction of change in attitudes of students going through
the curriculum materials on aging.
The Inventory included five situations which were
designed to stimulate the student to proj ect himself into
particular environments in which he would have a
relationship with an elderly person.

Having the s tudent

respond to the items from such a reference point would
39
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tend to. get a t true attitude s rather than sur f ace reactions
( Gullickson, 197 6) .
Student Evaluation Sheets
After post-te sting wa s completed, the students were
a sked to complete the student evaluation of the curriculum
form.

(See page 92 in the Appendix. )

The fir st item

a sked the student to rank the cur riculum on a O - 9 s cale
with 4 . 5 considered as an ave rage score .
Items two to four attempted to discove r the meaning�
fulne s s of the curriculum to the students.

Re spon s e s were

to be made in short paragraph form.
Items five, six and eight attempted to find out what
the students liked about the curriculum and their
sugge stions for improvement.

�gain the s tudents were

a sked to r e spond by writing out their sugge stions.
Item s even was de signed to help the re searche r
discover the students intere st in elde rly people .

Written

re sponse s were again reque sted.
The other items, nine and ten, gave the students the
opportunity to discus s the contact the y had had with
elde rly people.

They were also a sked the amo unt of contact

they would probably have with olde r pe r s on s in the future
as well as what contributions they can make to older
people and if they are willing to make the s e contributions.
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A copy of both instruments can be found in the
appendix, p . 85 .
SOURCE OF S UBJECTS
All students were in grades ten, eleven and twelve

in public high school home economics classes in Eastern
South Dakota.

Two high ·school sizes were chosen, "A"

schools with 5 0 0 or more students and " B" schools with
less than 5 0 0 students.
selected.

Two schools of each size were

Students of both ·sexes participated in the

study .
A training session for th� teachers involved in the
field testing took place prior to the start of the school
year.

The purpose of the training session was to acquaint

teachers with the materials and answer any questions they
might have concerning the curriculum materials.

The

researcher felt the training session would create more
uniformity in the handling of the materials and methods
used.
One hundred eight subjects took the pre-test and
participated in the planned activities but only 1 0 3 �ere
used in the analysis, as one student did not complete the
post-test and four did not answer all questions in the
testing.
The 1 0 3 sub j ects who completed the system were
classified as follows :
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School

Size of School

A

Male

Female

Total

.>5 0 0

0

18

0

44

44

C

>s o o

18

<500

1

25

26

D

<5 0 0

8

7

B

15

103

Almost one-half of the subj ects were £ram one school, B.
A total of nine male and 94 female students participated.
The students were in the fol lowing grades :

Grade

No . of Students

10

26

11

23

12

54

INSTRUCTIONAL CONDITIONS
A l l the subj ects completed the pre-test, the " What
If . • • " inventory, at the beginning of the school year.
The test was to be given several weeks prior to the teach
ing of the curriculum.

The curriculum materials were

then used to teach a two-week unit.

The curricul um was to

fit into the scheduled yearly plan of each instructor,
giving the students some continuity in the subj ect matter
studied.
Each instructor used and interpreted the curriculum

materials to meet the needs of the students .

The curriculum

included the use of films borrowed from the South Dakota
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State Library, which the re�earcher reserved for each
instructor on the dates they des �gnated.

This eliminated

the po s sible confusion of not having the films available
on the dates required.

All hand-outs were prepared in a

form ready to be duplicated.
The post-test, the " What If. • . " inventory, was
administered the last day of the curriculum unit and
student evaluations were filled out.

- Appendix A) .

(See pp . 86-91 in

The student evaluation included their re

actions to the overall curriculum materials and their
relationship with older persons.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The goal o f the curriculum materials was to develop
obj ectives and learning experiences which would stimulate
the students to develop po sitive attitudes toward elderly
people.

It was also of interest to the researcher to

discover if there were attitude differences among students
in the selected schools.
Data were collected as a part of the fiel d testing of
the Des ign for Dignity unit.

These data consisted of

scores on the pre- and po st-test, the " What If • . ."
inventory, and responses on the student evaluation sheet.
Data from the "What If.. . " inventory were analyzed
in three different ways.

First hist�grams were developed

to illu strate the frequency distributions of s core s on the
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pre- and post-test.

Also, a histogram of the frequency

distribution o f difference scores ( post-test minus
pre-test ) was developed.
A t-test was computed to determine the effect of the
curriculum materials on adolescent ' s attitudes toward the
elderly.

The t-test compared pre- and post-test scores

on the " What If.. ." inventory.

A significance level o f

. 05 was specified by the researcher.
Analysis of Variance was -also computed to study the
d i fferences amo�g schools of pre- and post-test scores.
Again a . 0 1 and . 05 level was accepted by the researcher
as significant.

Chapter 5
FINDINGS
The data collected are presented to explain the
reactions of the students to older people before and after
planned classroom experiences.

Data cons ist

0£

post-test scores on the "What I f.. . " inventory.

pre- and
Data are

presented in the form of frequency distrib utions of pre
and post-test scores.

Statistical analys is cons isted of

analysis of variance and t-tes ts.

Students 's attitudes .

toward the curriculum are discussed las t.
ANALYSIS OF INVENTORY SCORES
The frequency distribution
depicted in Figure 1 .

0£

103 pre-test scores is

The maximum score for the I nventory

was 35 5, a number computed by multiplying 7 1 ( the number of
attitude statements) by five (the score for the most
posit ive level of res ponse).

The mid-point between zero

and the maximum score , 177. 50, repres ents the point beyond
which attitudes toward the aged, as measured . by this
Inventory , were in general pos i tive rather than negative.
One s ub j ect (1 per cent) scored below this point on the
pre-te st, in the negative attitude region.

N o students

scored in the negative region on the post-tes t.

Attitudes

of the students were in general positive.
I f one cons iders the area between "neutral "

(177.5)

and " agree in gene ral '' (2 6 6. 3) to represent a low pos itive
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attitude on the pre-test and 4 5 per cent of the students
had a high positive attitude.

As may be observed on the

historgram ( Figure 1) scores ranged from 1 6 2 to 3 4 4 , a
range of 182.

The distribution of pre-test scores

resembles a fairly normal curve; symmetry being evidenced
by a mean, median, and mode which are almost identical
252 , 26 3 , and 25 6 respectively.
The histogram of post-test scores is shown in Figure
2.

The scores ranged from 198 to · 354 with a range of 15 6.

This distribution also resembles a fairly normal curve; the
symmetry being evidenced by a mean of 270, a median of 27 6
and a mode of 27 5.
negative region.

On the post-test no scores fell in the
Thirty-three per cent of the students

scored in the low positive region and the other 7 7 per
cent were in the high positive re gion after the aging unit
had been taught.

This indicated considerable improvement

in scores after participation in the classroom
experiences.
A histogram of differences between pre- and post-test
scores of individual students is depicted in Figure 3.
Seventy- eight per cent of the students improved their
attitudes as evidenced by positive gain scores.

Some

students improved as much as 92 points on the 3 5 5 point
scale.

Twenty-two per cent (23) of the students scored

below zero, indicating a change in the nega tive direction.
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All except four of these changed less than ten points on a
355 point scale, a very n� gligible amount.

Magnitude of

change after exposure to the curriculum compares favorable
with the amount of change reported in a federal study in
which parenting materials were developed and £ield tested
(Morris, 19 77 ) .
Obviously it is more difficult to change attitudes
of people than it would be to change their level of
learning in a c�gnitive area.

Also, it may be noted that

the length of the unit was two weeks, a short period 0£
time to affect attitudes .
Analysis of variance was computed to learn whether
di£ferences among schools were signi£icant .

These

differences on both the pre- and post-test were of interest.
Differences among schools on situations one, £our, £ive
and the total score, on the pre-test, were significant at
the . 01 level (Table 1) .

Differences £or the remaining

situations were s�gnificant at the . 0 5 level.

The effect

0£ the curriculum differed from school to school.
The pre-test mean scores are presented in Table 2.
The table indicated that students in school

B

had the most

positive attitudes toward the elderly prior to the agi�g
unit on all situation mean scores and on the total mean
score.
20

The mean total score for school

B

was 2 7 1. 4 2,

points higher than school C, the next highest school

Table 1
. Analys i s of Vari ance of
Pre-Te s t S core s

S i tuation Mean Squares
#2
#3
-- #4

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

#1

School

3

7 0 4. 79* *

98. 3 1 *

1 5 4. 7 3 *

7 5. 69

34. 12

4 6. 79

Within
S chool s
*
**

100

#5

195. 8 8 * * 3 1 3. 3 3 * *
4 4. 1 1

5 4. 6 2

Tota l

596 1 . 1 8 * *
93 7. 2 6

Indicates s ignificant . 0 5 leve l
Indi cates s igni ficant . 0 1 level

Ul
I-'

T ab le 2
Pre-Tes t Mean S core s

S chool

N

#1

#2

S ituations
#3

#4 .

#5

Total

A

18

66 . 05

42 . 58

48 . 37

42 . 42

49 . 26

248 . 68

B

44

73 . 87

45 . 02

52 . 80

47 . 78

51 . 96

271. 42

C

26

65 . 96

42 . 46

48. 88

46 . 15

47. 85

251. 31

D

15

62 . 21

40 . 21

48 . 21

42. 07

42 . 93

235 . 64

Average Mean

67 . 02

42 . 57

49 . 57

44 . 61

4 8 . 00

251 . 76

Maximum Score

95

70

60

60

70

355

l.11
N
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on the total score .

This may indicate that these students

have had more contact with elderly people and that the
negative stereotypes of the elderly have been less accepted
in this community.
The Table also indicated that school A and school C
are approximately equal on pre-test scores .

School A is

slightly higher in their pre-test scores on situations
one, two and five while school C is slightly higher on
situations three , four and the total score .

School D

shows a consistently lower score on all the pre-test
situations and total score .
The post-test mean scores, see Table 3, indicated a
significant di fference among schools at the . 0 1 level on
situation five and a significant difference at the . 05
level on situations one, three, four and the total score .
The post-test mean scores are presented on Table 4.
�gain school B had the highest situation mean scores and
total mean score .

School A, B, and C ranked above the

average total mean score , 269. 96.

School C ranked above

the average mean score on each individual situation as did
school B.

School A ranked above the average mean score

on all situations except situation three.

School

D

showed

the l owest scores on the post-test as well as on the
pre - test.

Scores in this school were remarkably lower

than in other schools.

T able 3
Analys i s of Variance o f
Pos t-Te s t Score s

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

School

3

Within
Schoo l

*

**

100

#1

Situation Me an Squares
#2
#3
#4

#5

Total

239 � 18*

71 . 01

1 2 3.7 7 *

1 2 7 . 05*

280 . 21**

3 855 . 7 3 *

73 . 94

39 . 16

4 4. 5 1

45 . 13

57 . 08

10 2 7 . 10

Indicate s signi ficant a t . O S leve l
Indicates significant at . 0 1 leve l

u,
.i::,.

T ab l e 4
Po st-tes t Mean S cores

S ituations
#3

N

#1

A

18

73. 95

4 6. 6 7

5 2. 79

4 6. 79

5 2. 63

2 7 2. 6 3

B

44

7 5. 69

4 6. 8 0

5 4. 8 0

4 8. 2 0

5 5. 36

280 . 84

C

26

73. 5 8

4 6. 6 2

5 4. 5 8

4 7. 7 3

5 5. 3 0

2 7 7. 8 1

D

15

6 7.5 0

4 2. 5 0

49. 2 1

4 2. 3 6

47 . 00

2 4 8. 5 7

Average Mean

7 2. 6 8

4 5. 6 0

5 2. 8 5

4 6. 2 7

5 2 . 5 7·

2 69. 96

Maximum S core

95

60

70

60

70

35 5

S chool

,�

#4

#5

Total

V1
V1
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The analysis of variance of gain scores, see Table 5,
indicated a significant dif ference at the . 01 level for
situation one and a significant difference at the . 05 level
for situation three and for the total difference scores.
The amount of contact time with elderly people may have
influenced the difference in gain scores between schools.
The means of difference scores for each situation
and the total mean difference score for each school is
found in Table 6 .

The average difference mean score

for each situation is listed below the T able.

Schools A

and C showed the highest difference scores { post-test
minus pre-test).

One reason for these schools having a

higher increase in Inventory scores was their lower
scores on the pre-test.

It is easier to induce positive

change when the starting point on pre-test scores is low
than when the starting poi�t is a high score.

School B

showed the lowest amount of improvement on Inventory
scores.

However , students in school B scored high on the

pre-test leaving less opportun i ty for improvement.
To determine whether or not significant differences
in pre-test and post-test scores occurred within schools ,
t-tests were computed.
in Table 7.

The results of the t-tests appear

Table 5
Analy s i s of Variance o f
Gain Score s

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

S chool

3

Within
School
*

**

100

#1

S ituation Mean Sguare s
#2
# 3 - -·-# 4

#5

Total

2 6 3. 3 9 * *

40 . 36

1 0 7. 4 3 *

7 6. 2 1

1 0 3. 1 3

20 25 . 40*

54 . 81

28 . 04

3 6. 5 0

35 . 59

4 0. 7 7

588 . 58

Indi cates s ignificant . 0 5 leve l
Indicates s igni ficant . 0 1 leve l

(J1
...J

Table 6
Mean of Dif ference Score s

Total

School

N

#1

#2

Situations
#3

#4

#5

A

18

7.89

3.89

4 . 42

4 . 37

3. 3 7

2 3.95

B

44

1. 8 2

1. 78

2.0 0

0 . 42

3.4 0

9 . 42

C

26

7.6 2

4 . 15

5.7 0

1. 57

7 . 46

2 6.5 0

D

15

5. 29

2.29

1. 00

0 . 29

4 . 07

1 2.9 3

5 . 65

3.0 3

3. 28

1. 6 6

'4 . 5 8

1 8.2 0

Average
Diffe rence

u,
00

\
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Table 7
t-Tests of Pre- and Post-test S cores
(Total Scores)

School

Mean
Difference

N

Test

A

18

Pre-test
Post-test

24 8 . 6 8
2 7 2. 6 3

2 3. 9 5

3.04

.0 1

B

44

Pre-test
Post-test

2 7 1. 4 2
2 8 0 . 84

9.4 2

2.6 0

. OS

C

26

Pre-test
Post-test

2 5 1. 3 1
2 7 7. 8 1

2 6 . 50

5.5 6

. 01

D

15

Pre-test
Post-test

2 3 5.64
24 8 . 5 7

14.9 3

1.9 9

Not.

Mean

t-Value Signif.

Schools A and C showed a significant improvement at the . 01
level and school
. 05 level.

B

showed s �gnificant improvement at the

School D showed no significant change from

pre- to post- test scores.

The h�gh pre-test scores of

school B may have affected the total gain score.

School D

had more males than females taking part in the field
testi�g.

Male attitude may have affected the total mean

scores from that school.
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S UMMARY OF OPINION SHEET

The students involved in the field testing were asked
to express their feelings by completing the sheet, Student
Evaluation of Curriculum Materials.

(See Appendix, p. 92).

This opinion sheet was filled out after completing the
post- test, the " What If. . .

11

inventory .

The following

information was requested.
First the students ind icated on a scale from O to 9
their over-all feelings about the aging curriculum and
activit ies in which they participated :
0
1
(low)

2

3

4 · 5·
6.
{ average )

· 7
·

·

a 9
( high }

On this continuous scale 4. 5 is the mid-point i ratings
below 4. 5 indicate a feeling that the curriculum was below
average and ratings above 4. 5 indicated an above average
curriculum rating. · There is no way to know what the
students were using as a point of reference.

It is

interesting however, to note that 11 per cent of the
students rated the curriculum below average and 89 per
cent rated it above average as indicated in Figure 4.
Twenty-three students (22 per cent) rated the curriculum
at the two highest points, indicati�g considerable
satisfaction with or enj oyment of the curriculum activities.
Responses to items 2 to 10 on the opinion sheet were
in the form of paragraphs written by each student.

These

responses were summarized and presented in tabular form.
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U)
Q)
U)

0
Q)

�

.

"'4

0

0

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7

6
5
4
3
2
1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rating
Figure 4
Ratings on Student Opin ion Sheet
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Student responses to the items are discussed in numerical
order as they appear on the opinion sheet.
Item 2 on the opinion sheet asked the students if the
curriculum was a worthwhile learning experience.

The

results are recorded in Table 8 •
. Table 8
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO I TEM 2 : WAS THE CURRI CULUM A
WORTHWHI LE LEARN ING EXPERIENCE ?
Number of
Pupils

Responses
Yes, the curriculum was
worthwhile

Percentages
of Pupils

97

94. 1

No, the curriculum was not
worthwhile

2

1.9

Some of the curriculum was
worthwhile

4

4.0

Ninty-seven

0£

the pupils indicated the curriculum was a

worthwhile learning experience, that is over 94 per cent.
Only two students indicated a negative response to the
curriculum.

It is interesting to note that even some of

the students who rated the curriculum below average in
item 1 felt that it was worthwhile.
The helpfulness of the curriculum for the student
was indicated by the responses to i tem 3 .

Over one- half
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( 53 ) of the students felt the curriculum helped them
understand more about the elderly (Table 9).
Table 9
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 3 : HOW HELPFUL WAS
THE CURRICULUM TO YOU ?
Number of
Pupils

Response s

Percentage s
o f Pupils

Helpe d them understand more
about the elderly

53

5 1. 5

Helped change their feeling s
toward the elderly in a
pos itive manner

11

10.7

Helped them realiz e the needs
of the elderly

8

7. 8

Helped them think more about
the elderly

4

3.8

Helped them look into their
own future

6

5. 8

13

12 . 6

8

7.8

Very helpful
Somewhat helpful

One-fifth (21) of the students found the curriculum in
general helpful.

Other re sponse s to the helpfulne s s of

the curriculum came in the chan ge of feeling s toward the
e lderly by 11 students and realization of the needs of
the elderly by eight student s.

Four students began to
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think more about the elderly.

The curriculum helped six

students take a look at their own future .
To determine if the curriculum helped the student
change his attitude toward the elderly person was
important to the researcher.

The responses to item 4

indicated to the researcher the students reactions to
this concern .

Table 10 indicates that over one-half

( 5 8 per cent ) of the students became more understanding
of the elderly person.

Approximately 4 per cent (five

students) indicated that they always have had positive
attitudes toward the elderly person.

Twelve students

( 11 per cent) responded with no change in attitudes or no
response at all.

Seven students (six per cent) indicated

that the y did change in a positive direction.

Other

positive attitude changes came in the remaining 2 3 per
cent of the students.

Five students determined the elderly

people were j ust like themselves, three students gained
more respect for the elderly, six students decided they
wanted to visit and care for the elderly more and four
students became sympathetic toward them .
In regards to items 5 to 10 on the opinion sheet,
students could respond with more than one answer .
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Table 10
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 4 : AS A RESULT OF THE
CURRICULUM, HOW HAS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD ELDERLY PERSONS
CHANGED ?

. Responses

Number o f
Pupils

Percentages
o f Pupils

Understand elderly people
more

59

5 7.4

Understand old people are
like us

5

4.8

Want to visit and care for
them

6

5.8

Respect them more

3

2.9

Notice old people more

2

2.0

Sympathetic toward the older
person

4

3.8

Always had positive attitudes

5

4.8

Changed in a positive direction 7

6.8

11

10.7

1

1.0

No attitude change
No respon se
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I tem 5 asked the students to list the activities that
impressed them the most during the two-week unit (See
Tabl e 11).

The students responded with more than one

response and the re fore, percentages did not total 100
pe r cent.
Table 11

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 5: LIST ACTIVITIES
THAT IMPRESSED YOU THE MOST

Responses

Number of
Responses

Pe rcentages
of Responses

Retirement home visit one-to-one with the aged

49

4 7. 6

Films { 15 of these specified
the film Peege)

38

35 . 4

Pane l of retired persons

23

2 2. 3

Group discussions

6

5.8

Student handouts

3

2.9

Drawing pictures of various
age groups

2

2.0

Ages and stages exercise

2

2.0

Perceptions of e lderly
people worksheet

1 .

1. 0

Responses indicated the activity involving the retirement
home visit and the one-to-one with the aged being the most
impressive to 4 9 students.

The two films, especia l ly
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P e ege, were second highest on the list with 38 responses.
The panel of retired persons was listed by 2 3 students as
one of the activities that impressed them.

Other items

mentioned by the students, as seen in Table 11, are group
discussions, handouts, drawing pictures of various age
groups, ages and stages exercise and the worksheets on
student perceptions of elderly persons.

As mentioned

earlier , the visit to the retirement home and one-to-one
with the aged were the most impressive activities for the
student, here the student was actually able to identify
with and communicate with the elderly person.
Responses to item 6, " What suggestions can you offer
for improving the curriculum?" , are given in Table 12.
Developing more activities for the curriculum was mentioned
by over one-fourth (29 per cent) of the students as a
suggestion for improving t�e curriculum.

Allowing more

time for the curriculum would tie in very closely to the
suggestions of adding more activities, four students (3. 8
per cent) responded with the idea.

Twenty-seven students

(26. 2 per cent) thought that actually spending more time
with the elderly would help improve the curriculum .

Other

suggestions £or improving the curriculum came in the areas
of developing classroom activities in which the students
could help with community proj ects for the elderly.

Three

students felt the curriculum in general needed improvement .
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Table 1 2
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 6 : WHAT SUGGESTION S
CAN YOU OFFER FOR IMPROVING THE CURRICULUM?

Responses

Number o f
Pupils

. Percentage
of Pupils

More activities in which to
participate

30

2 9.1

Spend more time with the
elderly

27

2 6.2

Help with community projects
for the elderly

5

4.8

Plan more time for the
curriculum

4

3.8

Plan less time for the
curriculum

1

1.0

Plan less activities in the
curriculum

2

2.0

Good curriculum

8

7. 8

18

17. 5

Curriculum needs improvement

1

1.0

No response

7

6. 8

Curriculum needs no
improvement
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These negative remarks toward the curriculum total 4
per cent of the students , a very negligible amount.
Twenty-five per cent ( 2 6 students } indicated the curriculum
to be a good curriculum that needs no improvement.

Seven

students_ gave no response to the s�ggestions for improving
the cur riculum.
The student's interest in the sub j ect �atter, the

aged and aging, is· summarized in Table 1 3 .

Understanding

the elderly ' s feeli!lgs , probl"ems and life styles was
mentioned as an interest by 4 0. 8 per cent of the students.
The need to care for and help the ·elderly was of interest
to 2 2 students (21. 4 per cent } .

Nine students were

interested in visiting older persons and three students
indicated that they knew older persons.

Understanding

elderly people ' s reaction to_ growi!lg old was a concern of
three students.

The students concern for their own later

life was indicated by eight students.

Three students

indicated that they showed no interest in the aged and
agi!l g and one student showed much interest.
gave no response.

Twelve students

One can determine by looking at the

Table that 6 2. 2 per cent of the students indicated an
interest in the subj ect matter by wanti!l g to understand
the elderly' s feelings, problems and life style and the
desire to care for and help the elderly.
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Tab le 13
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 7: WHAT ARE
YOUR INTERESTS IN THE SUBJECT MATTER?

Responses

Number of
Pupils

Percentage
of Pup ils

Need to understand the
elderlys feelings, prob lems
and l ifesty les

42

40. 8

Need to care for and help
the elderly

22

21. 4

Desire to visit e lderly
people

9

8. 7

Interested in elderly people
they know

3

2.9

Understand elderly peop le ' s
reaction to growing old

3

2.9

Concern for own later life

8

7. 8

Much interest

1

1.0

No interest

3

2.9

No response

12

11.6
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Forty-seven students (45.6 per cent) indicated the
curriculum was a good, enjoyable and interesting experience,
as recorded in Table 1 4.

Almost 13 per cent (13) of the
Table 14

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 8: WRITE A GENERAL
STATEMENT ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS TOWARD THE CURRICULUM

Responses

Number o f
Pupils

Percentage
of Pupils

The curriculum was good,
enj oyable and interesting

47

45 . 6

The curriculum was a worthwhile
learning experience

13

12. 6

The curriculum was helpful in
understanding the elderly

13

12. 6

An important topic to be
d iscussed

1

1. 0

Helped me think about the
future and plan for it

1

1.0

Gave me a better outlook to
older people

1

1.0

At first the curriculum was
boring

1

1 .0

The curriculum was childish

1

1. 0

No response

6

5. 8

19

18 . 4

Misunderstood question
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students thought the curriculum to be a wor�hwhile
learning experience.

Another thi r teen students ( 12. 6

per cent ) felt the curri culum was helpful to them in
understanding the elderly people.

The other areas were

listed by about five per cent of the students.

The other

2 4. 2 per cent either made no response or misunderstood the
question.
In summari zing this item, the researcher observed
that over three-fourths of the students i ndi cated a
positive feeling toward the curriculum.

Th is may have

been higher if the students that did not respond to the
question or misunderstood the question had indicated an
answer.
Table 15 presented the results from item 9.

It is

divided into two parts, the first part summarized the kind
of contact the student expects to have with the elderly
and the second part describes who these people w i l l be.
Over one-fourth of the students ( 3 0 . 2 per cent)
indi cated that they expect to have a friendsh ip with the
elderly peop le.

Another type of contact , very c losely

related to friendship is visiting with elderly people.
This category was listed by over one-fourth of the students
also ( 28. 2 per cent).

Another 23 . 3 per c ent ( 2 4 students)

of the students indicated they were go ing to care for the
elderly and another 8. 7 per cent (9 students) indicated
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Table 1 5
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 9 : WHAT KIND OF CONTACT DO
YOU EXPECT TO HAVE WITH OLDER PEOPLE IN THE FUTURE ? WHO
WILL THESE PEOPLE BE?
Number of
Responses

Percentage
of Pupils

31

30. 2

Visit older people

29

28. 2

Caring for them

24

2 3. 3

Work in nursing home

9

8. 7

Not much

5

4. 8

No response

5

4. 8

Responses
Kind of Contact
Friendship with them

People With Whom You Have Contact
Grandparents

54

5 2. 40

Parents

31

30. 01

Friends and Neighbors

30

29. 10

Aunts and Uncles

21

20. 40

Elderly people in church

4

3. 80

Nursing home people

4

3. 80

Adopted grandparent

3

2. 90

Brothers and sisters

3

2. 90

Myself

1

1. 00

Spouse

1

1. 00

No Response

5

4 . 80
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tbey were going to care for the elderly and another 8 . 7
per cent (9 students) indicated they were going to work in
a nursing home .

Five students (4 . 8 per cent) said they did

not intend to have much contact with the elderl y and
another five students did not respond at all .
The second part of item 9 described the older person
with whom the students will have contact .

The students

responded with more then one response and therefore,
percentages did not add to 100 per cent.

Grandparents

were the people listed most often by the students with
5 4 responses .

Parents, friends and neighbors came in

second with 3 1 and 30 responses consecutively .
uncles received 21 responses from the students .

Aunts and
The other

responses with fewer responses are listed on the table .
Five students did not respond to item 9 .
The summary of responses to item 1 0 is found on
Table 1 6 .

In item 10, part one, the students were asked

to state the contributions they can make to older people.
In part two they responded to whether or not they would
be willing to do these.
Forty-six students indicated they would help the
elderly and 41 indicated they would visit the elderly more
frequently .

Other items indicated on item 10, on the

opinion sheet, included, caring for them, working with them,
becoming more understanding toward them, becoming more
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Table 16
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ITEM 10: WHAT CONTRIBUTIONS CAN
YOU MAKE TO THESE OLDER PEOPLE ? WILL YOU BE WILLING TO
DO THESE?
N umber of
Responses

Percentage
of Pupils

Help them

46

44. 7

Visit elderly more often

41

39 . 8

Care for them

8

7.8

Work with them

5

4. 8

Be more understanding
to them

6

5. 8

Be more . courteous to them

2

2. 0

Be more loving and caring

3

2.9

Share with them

2

2.0

Listen to them

5

4.8

Help them feel needed

2

2.0

No Response

7

6. 8

78

7 5. 7

Sometimes

2

1.9

Not sure

2

1. 9

21

20 . 5

Responses
Contributions

Willingness to do these
Yes

No Response
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courteous toward them, becoming more loving, and caring,
sharing with them, listening to them and helping them feel
needed .

Seven students did not respond to the first part

of item 1 0.
The second part gave the students the opportunity to
indicate if they would be willing to make these
contributions.

Seventy eight students { 7 5. 7 per cent)

indicated they would make these contributions.

Four

students {3 . 8 per cent) were not sure if they would do it
or would do it sometimes . . Twenty one students did not
respond to the second part of item 1 0.
Student evaluation of the unit indicated considerable
interest in aging and aged people.

The student evaluation

of curriculum materials and learning experience indicated
that these were meaningful and helpful to them .

Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to develop a curriculum
for a unit on aging called Design for Dignity and to
determine whether or not the unit improved the attitudes
of high school students toward elderly people.
The curriculum was designed for home economic classes
in grades ten through twelve.

The two-week unit on aging

consisted of films, discussions based on case studies,
presentations by community resource people, field trips
and related activities .

When the teaching materials had

been developed, three high school home economics classes
participated in a pilot study for the purpose of revision.
After revision the curriculum was field tested.

Field

testing involved the use of a pre- and post-test, the
"What If • • • " inventor� teaching of the unit, and a student
evaluation of the curriculum materials.

Participating

subj ects included 10 3 students from four high school home
economics classes in Eastern South Dakota .
A primary interest in the analysis of field test data
was the assessment of the effectiveness of the curriculum
materials.

This was to be measured by change in scores

on the "What If • • • " inventory.

The frequency distributions

of the pre- and post-test scores were p lotted and presented
77
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as histograms .

Pre- and post-test scores were also

analy zed to determine if there was a difference among
schools in inventory scores.

A t-test was computed to

analy ze if the difference between pre- and post-test
scores was significant.
Success of the unit was evidenced by the fact that
in all schools there was improvement on the · what I£. • . "
11

inventory mean scores; three of them improving significant
ly .

Schools A and C showed a significant improvement at

the . 01 level and school B showed a significant improvement
at the . O S level.
Attitudes toward the elderly were significantly
different at the . 01 level among schools on the pre-test
total mean sco re .

The post-test mean scores indicated a

significant difference at the . O S level on the total score.
Schoo l B indicated the highest scores on both pre- and
post-test scores .

However , schools A and C showed the

highest increase in scores (post-test minus pre-test).
Item one on the student evaluation sheet requested
an over-all reaction to the curriculum.

Ninety-one per

cent found the curriculum to be beneficial .

Ten students

(9 per cent) rated the curriculum in a negative manner .
Similar responses to other items on the student evaluation
sheet indicated a general interest in the over-all concept
o f aging.

Activities in the curriculum in which the
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students enj oyed taking part were the films and discussion
and the personal contact with the elderly.

These seemed

to have the most affect on the students att itudes, as
shown on the student evaluation shee t.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
If the sample of secondary school students involved
in this investigation represent the high school students
today, it seems to this researcher that the y are interested
in education on aging.

They seem to be concerned about

the quality of life of the older person.
· REVI SING THE DESIGN FOR DIGNITY CURRICULUM
The following revisions are recommended for further
improvement of the curriculum :
1.

Extend the curriculum to a three-week unit. This
would allow more time for the activities presently
included and the addition of activities used in
the unit developed by Spisak ( 1 9 7 8) . 1

2.

Add thought questions to more of the activities.

3.

Allow students more opportunity for personal
interaction with the elderly.
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The following areas are recommended for further
research :
1.
1

Develop similar materials to b e used in lower

Report of the study was received one week prior to the
final typing of this thesis.
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grade levels.
2.

Conduct a follow-up study to determine the number
of persons participating in the curriculum who
chose a career working with elderly .

3.

Repeat this study using j unior high students and
compare their per formance and attitudes with that
of high school students.
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Code : ·

I.

1.

A
B
C
D
E

=
=
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
undecided
disagree
strongly disagree

WHAT IF • . • it is May, school is almost out for another
year and you do not have a summer j ob. Pag
ing through the j ob ads in the newspaper,
you see an opportunity to work five days a
week at the Senior Citizens Center. Your j ob
would include teaching crafts and j ust being
around to visit with people. The work would
not be hard and the salary is high. How
would you feel about working with these people?
It would be very satis fying to work in such a
place.

2.

Old people are absent
minded.

3.

Old people are helpless.

4.

Many of the people in
this Center would be j ust
as interesting as those
who work in professions.

5.

Old people cannot learn.

6.

Old people get upset
easily.

7.

It would make me feel
good to know I had been
helpful to such people.

8.

Old people are hard to
get along with.

9.

Old people are stubborn.

1 0.

Old people are eager and
willing to learn.

1 1.

I do not care to associate
with people from this group.

12.

Old people are touchy.

1 3.

I would like to get
acquainted with some
of these people.

14 .

Trying to teach these
old people would be a
very dull way to make
extra money.

15.

Old people are slow
and would be difficult
to work with.

16.

Old people are inter
esting and worthwhile.

1 7.

Old people are nervous
and would not be able
to do much anyway.

1 8.

Old people always
seem to think they are
right.

19.

This work sounds like
fun.

:"'11111 ....--
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Code:

A = strongly agree
B = agree

C = undecided
D = disagree
E = strongly disagree

_........._

II.

WHAT IF . • • within the past six months your two best
friends who lived next door have moved away.
You now come home from school and your mom
greets you with , " We're getting some new
neighbors next week, an elderly retired
couple are moving in next door. " How do you
feel about this elderly couple moving in
next door?

20.

I would welcome them and
try to make the best of
it.

2 1.

Old people are cranky.

2 2.

Old people are critical
o f the younger generation.

23.

I would like to have a
chance to know older
people as neighbors or
friends.

2 4.

Old people are kind.

25.

Old people have very dull,
uninteresting lives.

2 6.

It would be fun to be
able to invite the old
couple over to our home.

2 7.

Old people are hard to
get along with.

2 8.

Old peop le are interest
ing and worthwhile.

2 9.

Old people meddle in
other people's affairs .

30.

Old people are very
interesting to me.

31.

Old people are friendly.
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Code :

I I I.

A = strongly agree
= agree
= undecided
= di sagree
= strongly d i sagree

WHAT IF...you are s itting in a s chool s ocial science
clas s, the disucs s ion i s on the liberation
movements that we hear about in the news.
The idea i s brought up of a Seni or C itizens
Liberation Movement. After l i stening to
the d ifferent is sue s that the senior citizens
are supporting, what do you think about
these old people?

32.

I would s upport the sen ior
citizens in any way I could.

4 3.

Old people are very
demand i ng.

3 3.

Old people are prej udiced
against other groups.

44.

Old people are
trusting.

34.

Old people always seem
to think they are right.

45.

Old people are
irresponsible.

35.

Old people should be
treated as other individ
uals in the community.

36.

Old people never change
their opinions.

3 7.

Old people are rattle
brained.

3 8.

Old people are bos sy.

39.

Old people feel sorry for
themselves.

40.

Old people should have
more voice and power in the
community.

4 1.

Old people are self i sh.

42.

Old people are a nui sance
to others.

� ......-
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Code:

A = strongly agree
B = agree
C = undecided
D = disagree
E = strongly disagree

IV.

WHAT IF . .. you are living in a small community. Your
grandparents who live in I daho , are quite
old, and unable to care for themselves .
Your parents have decided it is best to
move them to your community. They will be
living in a mobile home next door to you.
How do you feel about your g randparents liv
ing next door to you?

46.

Grandparents would be
appreciative of the things
done for them .

4 7.

Grandparents are inquis
itive and meddling.

48.

Grandparents would
embarrass me in front of
my friends.

4 9.

Grandparents would de
pend on my family for
everythin g.

S O.

Grandparents are helpless.

5 1.

Grandparents would be
careless about their
table manners.

5 2.

Gr andpa rents are selfish.

5 3.

Grandparents are ve ry
understanding of their
children and their
problems.

5 4.

Grandparents feel that
young parents do not know
how to bring up children
properly.

55.

Grandparents would bug roe
and b� a nuisance.

56.

Grandpa rents are in
secure.

5 7.

Grandparents would be
a pain and get in the
way.
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Code :

V.

58 .
59.

A = strongly agree
B = agree
C = undecided
D = disagree
E = strongly disagree

WHAT IF. • • your father has j ust been of£ered a new and
better business posi tion. Much to your
disappointment you will have to move to
another community, but at the same time you
recognize the fact that the school and the
new location has much more to offer you and
your family. The community has a limited
number of houses and the only one that would
be right for your family is in a neighborhood
that is highly populated with retired people.
The house is close to your father's work, a
shopping area, and a high school with good
£acilities. How do you feel about moving into
this neighborhood?
I would be glad to associate
with these people if I lived
next door to them.
If I had to live in this
neighborhood I would spend
_ as much time as possible
away from it.

60.

Old people are interesting.

61.

I cannot understand these
people that are so differ
ent from most of the people
I know.

62 .

Old people are critical of
the younger generations.

63 .

I would enj oy visiting old
people and cheering them
up.

64.

Old people meddle in other
people' s affairs.

65.

It would make me
feel good when I do
things for old
people.

66.

Old people are hard
to get along with.

6 7.

Old people talk too
much.

68.

Old people are j ust
as fine as people
who are younger.

69 .

Old people are
cranky.

7 0.

Old people do a
lot of complaining.

71.

Old people are
pleasant to be
around.
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7 2.

Grade :

A.
B.

c.

D.

9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade

A.
B.

Male
Female

73.

Sex :

7 4.

Which of the following aged people are you with most
often?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

75.

Approximately how much contact time do you have with
the above per son per month?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

76.

Grandparent
Great grandparent
Aunt or Uncle
Relative of a friend
Neighbor

Everyday
Once a week
One to four hour s a month (an evening or afte rnoon)
Holidays or vacations only (other than weekends)
None

How often have you as sociated with an aged person in
a paid or volunteer situation?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Very often
Often
Occasionally
Never
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF CURRICULUM MATERIALS
Name of School
1.

On a 9 - point scale rank the Aging Curriculum and the
activities you participated in.
1
0
(low)

2

3

5
4
(average)

6

7

8

9

(high)

2.

Was the curriculum a worthwhi le learning experience?

3.

How helpful was the curriculum to you?

4.

As a result of the curriculum, how has your attitude
toward elderly persons changed?

5.

List activities that impressed you the most .

6.

What suggestions can you offer for improving the
curriculum?

7.

What are your interests in the subj ect matter?

8.

Write a general statement about your feelings toward
the curriculum.

9.

What kind of contact do you expect to have with older
people in the future? Who will these people be?

10 .

What contributions can you make to these o lder people?
Will you be willing to do these?

APPENDIX B
CURRI CULUM MATERIALS
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Concept :

Aging Stereotypes

Obj ective :

The student recognizes and rej ects current
stereotypes of the elderly and aging.

Approximate Time Length :

Two 5 5 minute periods

Activities :
1.

A short introduction of the unit.
Hand out the questionnaire " Perceptions of Age "
and have students fill out and turn in. ( This
will be given back at the end of the unit for
students to look at and see if their ideas have
changed. )

2.

Hand out large sheets of white paper and felt
markers or crayons . Have the student divide the
sheet into thirds . In the first one-third have
them write ( toward the bottom) age 2 5 years, in
the second one-third age 55 years, and the last
one-third age 75 years. Now have them draw
pictures representing each age group. When
students have completed this have each one show
and discuss their picture to the class. While
they are talking write on the blackboard ideas
of what they are saying under each age group .
Example :

Discuss :

75 years

25 years

55 years

active
good looking
healthy

frowns
wrinkles
fat
gray
authoritarian canes

1.

What makes a person seem old?

2.

What makes a person seem young?

For each characteristic mentioned for discussion
question one, ask if the students can think of an
older person they knqw with the opposite traits.
Do the same for question two only in reverse . .
Discuss with students how we tend to stereotype
old people and young people. We can usually find
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exceptions to stereotypes among people we know.
3.

Ages and Stages Exercise: Make a chart for each
of the following stages in the life cycle (or
des�gn a symbol to represent each stage) : Infancy
- Early Childhood - School Age - Adolescent Young Adult - Adulthood - Elderly. Break the
class into seven groups, give each group a chart
and have them write down · activities in which
people in their particular stage of development
can participate. Then have each group show their
chart. Discuss activities that are appropriate
to only one stage and activities that fit into
many age groups.
Discuss the activities of the elderly. Would
students feel comfortable doing such activities?
Why? Would student feel uncomfortable for older
persons doing such activities? Why?
Example of Activities : dating, swimming , knitti�g,
etc .

4.

Make a collage' of activities of older people.
Provide background music - songs about older persons
Examples :
"And When I Die " , by Blood, Sweat and Tears
" Is That All There Is? " , by Peggy Lee
" It Was A Very Good Year " , by Frank Sinatra
" Old Folks " , from Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Living In P aris
" Old Friends " , by Simon and Garfunkel
" When I'm 6 4" , by the Beatles

Discuss the collage' when finished.
activities of older people.

Discuss

* Be sure to hang all charts , collage ' proj ects when
finished. These should remain up during the unit.
Teacher References:

Hoffman, Betty H annah, " Growing Older is not the
same as Being Old, " Woman's Day Magazine , Sept. ,
1 974.
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Concept :

Love For Aged Persons

Obj ective :

The student has deepening love for aging
members of the extended family.

Approximate Time Length :

One 55 minute period

Activities :
1.

Brainstorm ways of expressing love to grandparents
and_ great grandparents.

2.

Hand out the poem " Minnie Remembers " by Donna
Swanson.

3.

View the film Peege.

4.

Discuss the followi�g questions in small groups :
A.

What do you think of the k ind of care Peege
seems to get? What are the alternatives?

B.

What were the attitudes of the various family
members toward Peege? How did they reveal
these at titudes?

C.

What was your own attitude toward Peege, both
in her present condition and in the flashbacks?
Did your attitude toward her change at the
end of the film? In what w ay?

D.

What was the difference between the older son ' s
attitude and actions toward Peege and those of
the rest of the family? Why do you suppose he
was different?

E.

What do you suppose was going on in Peege's
mind during the family' s visit? During the
later part when the eldest son stayed alone
with her?

F.

How did you respond to the last shot of Peege,
when she smiled? Why did you respond that way?

G.

While watching the film, did you think of a
relative, friend or yourself? What kind of
thoughts about these persons ( or yourself) did
the film prompt?
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H.

Did you see Peege as being in some sort of
" intolerable situation" which did not have to
exist? How could it be helped ?

I.

Did you see the family as being i n some sort
of intolerable situation which did not have to
exist? How could they be helped?

J.

How can the elderly be better integrated into
our society today, not only so they are not
so lonely, but also so that society can
benefit from their wisdom, their image, their
comparative serenity in many cases? Do you
know about experimental communities in which
this " age- integration" has been attempted?
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Concept :

Affect of environment on older persons

Obj ective :

The student recognizes the kind of environment
(physical and emotional ) in which the elderly
can best cope with their problems and be
happy persons .

Approximate Time Length :

One 55 minute period

Activities :
1.

Compile a list of living arrangements of elderly
people in your community, and in other places.
Discuss advantages and disadvantages of each .
Examples :
retirement home
nursing home
apartment
own home
relatives home
others

2.

Discuss the two case studies . Divide the class
into two groups. Have each group discuss one case
study and present their solutions to the class.

Case Study # 1
Mr. Green lives alone in the house in which he
lived for 40 years with his wife until she died
two years ago. She did all the shopping and
cooking. Mr. Green has no maj or physical dis
abilities, but he has become g radually weaker
because he is not eating properly. He consequently
tires easily. He no longer j oins his che cker
group at his club mornings because he is j ust too
tired to get out of bed until late in the day.
His house and yard have become run down because he
is not strong enough to make repairs or keep the
yard up and he cannot afford to hire help. His
children feel he would be happier in a home for
the aged where there would be group activities with
people his own age available.
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Case Study # 2
Mrs. Finklebinner and her husband recently
moved to a condominium high rise for re
tired people on the outskirts of town. She
likes their new home but she has been very
active in her community and she misses her
friends and family. Unfortunately, Mrs .
Finklebinner ' s eyesight has been failing
and she can no longer drive her car. The
home has a mini-bus and driver, and trips
into town are made twice a day . However,
the tim ing o f the trips does not always
coincide with club meetings, luncheon dates,
and other activities which she enjoys . In
the winter, Mrs. Finklebinner hardly goes
into town at all because of long waits in
the cold. After talking with the other
resi dents in the high rise, Mrs. Finklebinner
has found that many of them also have this
problem, but they cannot see any solution,
so they j ust sit and watch television most
of the day.
Discussion Questions for the case studies :
A.

What are the problems?

B.

What will likely happen if each s ituation continues
as it is?

C.

Discuss ways in which to alleviate the situation .

D.

Which of these would you choose?

*Emphasize the interrelatedness of forces. Economic changes
may affect one ' s social life; changes in one ' s social
environment affect one ' s attitudes; psychological changes
may result in decline in health and social acceptance;
biological changes may result in decline in health and
social acceptance. Income level has a deci ded effect on
the individual' s health, security and activity.
Discuss :

A.

Why do some older people move from their
own homes?

B.

How does abrupt voluntary or involuntary
relocation affect the elderly - How can
they prepare for this change?
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3.

* Fantasy Exercise
Think for a few minutes about your current
situation, where you are living, your friends,
your j ob if you are working, how you spend your
time and what things you do for fun.
What things give you satisfaction now?
appeals to you about your living situation?
are you involved with your friends?

What
How

Now let's fantasize your situation a number
of years from now. You have j ust had your 80th
birthday. Since your spouse died 10 years ago
you have remained in your home . You enj oy several
hobbies and the companionship of a dog; however,
now you are finding it difficult to shop and
maintain the house and yard. The home is costing
you more than your fixed income can a f ford. You
have been having some physical trouble and you find
you have less energy to get out and see your
friends. As a result you are becoming increasingly
lonely. You have reluctantly decided that you will
have to give up your home. You have spent many
hours thinking about what you would like in a new
living arrangement.
1.

What would you hope for in your physical
environment ( space, furnishings, room
arrangements)? Where would you like to
live?

2.

What opportunities do you think should be
available to you in your new setting?

3.

Describe the people you hope to have
living around you and caring for you.

4.

Describe the home environment you would
like - including physical and emotional.

5.

How would you feel about the move and
what would help you accept the change?

Share insights gained through the fantasy.
Teacher Resource :
Cameron, Marcia, " Residences for the Elderly " ,
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University of Michigan , Ann Arbor , Michigan.
Cameron, Marcia, "Socioec·onomi c Changes Wi. th Age ",
University of Mich�gan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Laging, Barbara M. , " How .to Design A Non-Person " ,
National Housing Seminar, Kansas State University ,
Manhattan , Kansas , 1971.

* Developed by:

Staff for Training in Milieu Therapy and
Program Design , Institute of Gerontol�gy ,
Ann Arbor , Michigan.
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Concept :

Provi s i on for elderly person s in the communi ty.

Objecti ve :

The s tudent evaluate s the living s i tuation of
older pers ons in the community and cons iders
change s that could be made to improve the s e
conditions.

Approximate Time Length :

One 55 minute period

Acti vi tie s :
1.

Have the s tudents fill out the que s t ionnaire
"Your Community's Older Citizen" .
Discus s the que s tions :

2.

A.

What doe s your community have to o£fer your
s enior ci tiz ens ?

B.

What do you think about the s ituation they
are in?

C.

Do you feel anything s hould be changed?
or why not?

D.

What could be done realis tically?

Why

Have the s tudents evaluate their own community

with re spect to the following provisions for

mobility of older people :

buildings with ramps
easy to open doors to s tore s and o ther buildings
low curbs
public transportation
non slippery floors
walk signs at street intersections that provide
ample time for a slow walking person to cro s s
the s treet
non glare s top lights
eas ily readable directional s igns
few s teps to door entrance
taxi service
I s your town doing anything to provide the s e
feature s ?
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3.

Divide the class into two or three groups. Each
group is to be a city planning board for a town in
South Dakota. As commissioners of this board they
need to evaluate their town and make plans for
improving the down town area to better meet the
needs of the senior citizen. The commissioners
need to discuss the following questions.
A.

What are the most important steps that need
to be taken?

B.

What improvments will be done first?

C.

How will you approach the business places
on - the improvements you would like them to
make?

D.

Will you contact any outside resource people,
i£ so who?

E.

The tax payers are concerned about the cost
of the project, how will you justify the
improvements?

Teacher Resource:
Haberkorn, Susan B. , " Sensory Changes in the Elderly
and Implications for Environmental Planning" ,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Problems of the elderly

Concept:
Obj ective :

The student identifies problems affecting the
elderly in terms of economics, relationships ,
employment , housing, transportation and social
and health services.
The student feels what it would be like to be
retirement age.

Approximate Time Length:

Two 55 minute periods

Activities:
1.

Plan for a panel discussion by senior citizens
from your community, ( 4 -6 people). Have students
suggest possible people. Start compiling a list
of questions the students would like to ask the
panel members.
Example Questions :
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.·
K.
L.
M.
N.

o.

How did you prepare for retirement?
How do you feel about retirement? Mandatory
retirement?
Are you happy since retirement?
What did you do before retirement?
What are your plans for the up- corning year?
Are you satisfied with your present life
style?
What are some of your fears of old age?
Has your attitude toward yourself changed
since you retired? If so, how?
What are some of your happy times? Sad times?
What are your feelings about living alone?
Living with your family ? Living in a
retirement home?
Are the facilities the town offers the senior
citi zen adequate?
Which phase of your life have you enj oyed
most?
What do you feel the elderly have to offer
to society ?
Do you feel your grandchildren respect you as
you respected your grandparents?
What do you think of the adolescent today ?
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2.

View first half of the film "Never Trust Anyone
Under Sixty " from the South Dakota Department of
Health (first half is 35 minutes).

3.

View second half of the film (35 minutes).
Discussion questions : ·
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Where would you like to live immediately
after retirement?
Where would you like to live when or if you
become ill and need care?
What would you like to have people talk with
you about?
What programs does your community offer for
the elderly ?
At what age should elderly people be required
to retire?
What roles are available to the old people
in your community?
What is happening to our sen ior citizens?
Is society letting them slip through the
cracks?
What can adolescents do to help meet the
needs of the elderly?
How would it feel to be retiring this month?
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Concept :

Relationship with elderly

Obj ective :

The student identifies potentials , concerns
and needs of the elderly.
The student communicates with selected elderly
people, learning their real feelings, hopes
and desires.

Approximate Time Length :

One 55 minute period

Activities :
1.

Panel of retired persons.
written the previous day.

2.

Discuss, after panel members leave, the following
questions :

Use discussion questions

A.

What potentials do you feel older people
have? Are they being allowed to fill these
potentials?

B.

What are their maj or concerns?

C.

What are some of their needs and how can
these needs be met?

D.

Share your feelings about the life style of
panel members i satisfactions and
dissatisfactions they now experience.
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One -to -one with the �ged

Concept :
Obj ective :

The student communicate s at a deeper level with
the e lderly - sharing £ee lings as well as
� <leas and facts about thems elve s.

Approximate Time Length :

Two· 55 minute periods

Activitie s :
1.

Plan with the clas s a tour of a retirement home.
Have the student complete the que stionnaire on
"Horne s for the Elde rly . "
Dis cus s :

2.

A.

How would the re sidents like to have us
treat them?

B.

What can you talk about?

C.

How can we s how them they are accepted?

Dyadic Interview Exercise found in the L. I. F. E .
Material s.
Introduce Five Levels of Communication and discus s
the s e with your students.
Introduce Basic Dimensions of Encountering Another
Person. A new vocabulary is introduced and it is
important that students learn not just a de finition
but that they understand the deeper meaning of
thes e words. Clarify meanings until concepts are
£armed of the s e basic dimensions.
Tell the students to choose partners, pre ferably
not be st friends , " but someone you would like to
come to know better. "
Te l l the students the following Ground Rules :

• • • Eve rything discus sed should be kept strictly
confidential.
. ..Each partner re sponds to each s tatement be fore

continuing.

The statements are to be completed
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in the o rder in which they appear.
ITEMS

DON'T SKIP

• • • You may decline to answer any question asked by
your partner •
• • • STOP the exercise when either partner is be
coming obviously uncomfortable o r anxious.
Either partner can stop the exchange.
Go over the Ground Rules a second time.
3.

P l an what to do when visiting the retirement home.
Each student is to visit at least two residents
of the home.

4.

Trip to a retirement home.

5.

Discussion of their feelings and reactions.
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*FHA Experience
Concept :

Adopt a Grandparent

Obj ective :

The student develops a closer re lationship
with one or more elde rly persons.
The student plans and car ries out group
activities for the elderly.

Approximate Time Length :

Indefinite

Activities :
1.

Each student adopts a foster grandpar ent and
visits him/he r weekly.

2.

The chapter plans monthly activities for the
e lde rly in the community .
Examples :

Teas
Programs
Parties
Outi�gs

